St Mary’s C of E Primary School
‘Be the BEST you can be’
Scheme of Work & Knowledge Organiser

RE – Where do we belong?
Learning Journey:


What does it mean to belong to a family?
How do we show that we belong to our
school?

Learning Outcomes:



Pupils will be taught to:

Who am I?

Investigation of religious and non-religious
worldviews



talk about what is important to them and to



Christian community? What do Christians

provide a good reason for the views they

remember at Easter?


Knowledge and understanding of

it is Raksha Bandhan?

recall some of the ways in which Christmas
and Easter are celebrated in different ways
by different Christians;
provide a good reason for the views they
have and the connections they make.



recall stories about an inspirational person;



provide a good reason for the views they



What have we learnt about symbols of

The children will visit a Hindu temple and a Christian
church.

have and the connections they make.

Hot cross bun
murti
Raksha Bandhan
Om

Where and what are symbols of belonging?

Wider Curriculum:

or worldviews other than Christianity

Cross



belonging?

Knowledge and understanding of religions

Spelling
Hinduism
Christianity
temple
church
symbol

What does it mean to belong to the Hindu
community? What is it like to belong when

Christianity



What does it mean to belong to the

other people with respect for feelings;
have and the connections they make.



What does it mean to belong to our class?

Key Vocabulary
Definition / Sentence
An Indian religion. It has many gods and teaches that people have another life on earth after they die.
A religion that is based on the teachings of Jesus Christ and the belief that he was the son of God.
A building used for the worship of a god or gods, especially in the Buddhist and Hindu religions.
A building in which Christians worship.
A shape or design that is used to represent something.
A cross is a shape that consists of a vertical line or piece with a shorter horizontal line or piece across
it. It is the most important Christian symbol.
A bun marked with a cross and containing dried fruit, traditionally eaten on Good Friday.
An image of a deity, which itself is considered divine once consecrated.
the Hindu festival that celebrates brotherhood and love
Om (also spelled Aum), is the most sacred symbol in Hinduism.

